
LIGHTPANEL / OKTALITE

LIGHTPANEL
TRACK LIGHT

System Performance: 39W - 77W

Temperature : 3000 K -3500 K - 4000 K

Luminous Flux: 6500 lm - 12000 lm

Luminous Efficiency: 170 lm/W

CRI: 80/90

Lifespan: 50000 hr

Beam: Wide - Very Wide

Dimensions: L: 741mm W: 129mm H: 168mm

Frequency: 50-60 Hz

Protection: IP20

Protection Class: I

Weight: 2 Kg

LIGHTPANEL
A simple look, sophisticated optics, intelligent mechanics, lighter – and high lumen-output with up to 12,000 lm: the new LIGHTPANEL generation 
represents sustainable quality of light. With 170 lm/W, the lighting tool scores with maximum efficiency. Whether for general lighting, merchandise 
or aisles: our LIGHTPANEL is ideal for a diversity of retail lighting tasks.

Is your shop is up to five metres high? Is your track at right angles to the merchandise aisle? The new LIGHTPANEL masters both. High luminous 
flux, very good colour rendering plus efficient lens technology bring light to where it is needed. Thanks to its discreet look and feel, the luminaire 
remains unobtrusive in the ceiling. The optimal position of the centre of gravity keeps the LIGHTPANEL safely in balance, whether the luminaire 
body is rotated or suspended from the track

The new LIGHTPANEL is the system-strong addition to the proven E-LINE-NEXT continuous line system. It uses its technology and thus features 
maximum reliability. Compared to its predecessor, LIGHTPANEL is 28% lighter. This saves material and improves the handling during mounting. 
Install LIGHTPANEL effortlessly along the track or rotated by 90°. For efficient lighting concepts either parallel to or across the aisle.

Benefits for building operators

High quality of light
Maximally efficient with up to 170 lm/W
Flexible uses due to LED IQ
Suitable for large areas
Faster cost payback
BAFA eligible

Benefits for electrical contractors

Quickly aligned, mounted and fixed
Maximum technical reliability
Sustainable multiple packaging
28% weight and material saving compared to previous model

DETAILS

APPLICATION
Food Lighting
Retail Lighting

MANUFACTURER

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN



Benefits for users

Excellent merchandise displays in aisles
Flexibility in use: lengthwise or rotated by 90° transverse to the track
Best light for general lighting
Intelligent luminaires, intuitively controllable
Full automation of the light
Can be enhanced with sensor technology

 


